ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION
A chaotic map x n+1 = F(x n ) is typically a non-linear discrete dynamical iteration equation, which exhibits some sort of chaotic behavior. Chaos is characterized by deterministic, nonlinear, nonperiodic, non-converging and bounded behavior. The main characteristic of chaos is the sensitive dependence on initial conditions. Certain maps exhibit this property and it is possible to achieve chaotic behaviour by recursively evaluating these maps in discrete time. The sequences generated by iterating a given chaotic map will diverge to different trajectories in a few cycles even though their initial conditions differ by less than 1% [1] .
One of the well known one-dimensional iterative maps which exhibit chaotic properties is the Logistic Map [2] . The other chaotic maps which are of interest are Tent map [3] , Cubic map [4] , Quadratic map [5] and Bernoulli map [4] . Chaotic sequences are easy to generate and store. Only few parameters and functions are needed for generating very long sequences. In addition, an enormous number of different sequences can be generated simply by changing its initial condition. The inherent properties of chaotic sequences make them suitable for communication systems. It also enhances the security of transmission.
The applications of chaotic sequences generated by nonlinear dynamical systems to direct sequence spread-spectrum (DS/SS) systems is discussed in [6] - [12] . As there are an infinite number of sequences that can be generated by any chaotic system, exploiting such systems for generating spreading sequences for use in DS/SS systems have received a lot of attention in recent times. In recent years several methods to generate chaotic binary sequences using Threshold function [13] and Coupled Chaotic Systems [14] are proposed in the literature.
Generation of discrete sequences over Z 4 from chaotic sequences is discussed in [15] . Using binary conversion, binary sequences are obtained from chaotic sequences over Z 4 . Their correlation and linear complexity properties are discussed in [16] and [17] . Deriving binary sequences from sequence over Z 4 using polynomial mapping is discussed in [18] . The three polynomial mappings considered in [18] for x Є Z 4 is given by,
In this paper chaotic binary sequences are obtained from sequence over Z 4 using polynomial mappings given by equation (1) . The generated binary sequences are investigated for pairwise cross correlation and linear complexity properties. The six chaotic map equations such as Logistic map, Tent Map, Cubic Map, Quadratic Map and Bernoulli Map are considered for generating sequences over Z 4 .
The work is organized as follows: In Section 2, a brief introduction to chaotic functions is presented. In Section 3, we present generation of chaotic binary sequences, applying polynomial mapping [18] to sequence over Z 4 . In Section 4, Cross Correlation and linear complexity properties of generated binary sequences and their application in DS-CDMA are investigated. Finally, Section 5 contains concluding remarks.
INTRODUCTION TO CHAOTIC FUNCTIONS
The different chaotic map equations considered in this work are as follows, 1) Logistic Map equations [2] Logistic Map (1): , defined over real, 0 < x < 1 (4) where r is called bifurcation parameter or control parameter and 3.57 < r < 4.
Logistic Map (2): -1 < x < 1 (5) where 1.72 < r < 2.
2) Tent Map equation [3] 0 < x < 1
3) Cubic Map equation [4] -1 < x < 1
4) Quadratic Map equation [5] -0.5 < x < 0.5 (8) Control parameter r is chosen to be 0.36 < r < 0.5 5) Bernoulli Map equation [4] -0.5 < x < 0.5 (9) Control parameter r is chosen to be 1.2 < r < 2
For the choice of control parameter r, within the range given along with the equation (4), (5), (8) and (9) , the sequence produced is non-periodic and non-converging. Even with two initial values differing by a very small value, the resulting sequences are highly uncorrelated.
GENERATION OF BINARY SEQUENCES DERIVED FROM CHAOTIC SEQUENCE OVER Z 4 USING POLYNOMIAL MAPPING
A scheme of generating chaotic sequence over Z 4 is shown in figure 1 . In this case each element Y k of sequence {x i } is multiplied by a large integer n and the fraction part is discarded. The integer part is Q k . The large value of integer part Q k is then reduced to small integer Y k modulo 4. It is necessary that n > 4. Thus the sequence {Y k } is over Z 4 . A method of deriving binary sequence from sequence over Z 4 using polynomial mapping P 1 (x) = (x 2 -x) mod4 is considered in this paper. Any integer Y k in the range 0 to 3 in the sequence {Y k } is mapped to {0, 2}. The sequence over {0, 2} is further mapped to binary sequence by mapping (0, 2) Є Z 4 to (1, -1) in binary. Mapping from Z 4 to binary is shown in Table 1 . Table 1 . Binary mapping using P 1 
Thus model shown in Figure 1 can be used to derive discrete sequence {Y k } over Z 4 ; where Y k Є {0, 1, 2, 3} or binary {b k }, from the chaotic sequence {X k }.
The scheme is governed by equation (10) and is given by
where
Using polynomial mapping, the length of the resulting binary sequence turns out to be same as sequence over Z 4 . 
CROSS CORRELATION (CCR) AND LINEAR COMPLEXITY (LC) PROPERTIES

Cross Correlation Property
Definition: The normalized cyclic Hamming cross correlation function of two sequences x and y of length N symbols is defined [19] as
Where n τ and d τ are the number of locations at which symbols agree and disagree respectively between the two sequences x and y. τ is the number of locations by which one sequence say y is shifted with respect to the other sequence x. It is easy to see that when symbols of the sequence are 1 and -1, the normalized cyclic cross correlation values and normalized cyclic Hamming cross correlation values are same.
Linear Complexity
Definition: Linear complexity [20] of a binary sequence of finite length is the length of the shortest LFSR that generates the same sequence. Berlekamp -Massey algorithm is an efficient algorithm for determining the linear complexity of binary sequence of finite length. The binary sequence with values 1, -1 is changed to 1, 0 to apply Berlekamp -Massey algorithm.
Properties of Segments of Chaotic Binary Sequences
For each of the six chaotic functions discussed in Section 2, real valued sequence {x k } is generated by choosing arbitrarily the initial values x 0 and appropriate bifurcation parameter r as given in equations (4) to (9) . This real valued sequence {x k } is converted to sequence over Z 4 using the model shown in Fig 1 by arbitrarily choosing value of multiplication factor 'n' reducing the integer part to modulo 4. The sequence over Z 4 is converted to binary using polynomial mapping given by equation (1) . The resulting binary sequence is an infinite sequence. To study the properties of the sequence, as an example, first 12600 bits of the generated binary sequence as shown in Fig 
Similarly non-overlapping segments of 127 bits and 255 bits are considered. The linear complexity of non-overlapping segments of sequences of different lengths (63, 127 and 255 bits) is computed using Berlekamp -Massey algorithm and pairwise cross correlation values are computed using equation (11) . The number of sequences having pairwise cross correlation values denoted by α is determined for different α values based on the segment lengths. The arbitrarily chosen values of multiplication factor n are from {5, 6, 7 …10}. We consider Polynomial mapping given by equation (1) for all the six chaotic map equations considered.
If we consider Gold sequence of length 63 their pairwise CCR value α is less than or equal to 0.2698 [21] and there are 65 Gold sequences with linear complexity 12. For Gold sequences of length 127 the pairwise CCR value α is less than or equal to 0.1339 and there are 129 Gold sequences with linear complexity 14. If the Gold sequence is of length 255 bits then their pairwise CCR value α is less than or equal to 0.1294 and there are 257 Gold sequences with linear complexity 16. In the proposed scheme it is possible to obtain also sequences of same length whose pairwise CCR value α is less than that of Gold sequences and linear complexity greater than that of Gold sequences.
4.4.
Deriving binary sequence using Polynomial mapping given by equation (1) 4.
Logistic map equation
First we consider Logistic map equation given by equation (4) where initial value x 0 is taken as 0.4 and bifurcation parameter r = 3.99, the number of sequences having pairwise CCR value less than α are tabulated in Table 2 . First column of Table 2 gives trial number with different n. Second column give the value of n chosen. The number of sequences of different lengths having pairwise CCR value less than or equal to α is given in the remaining columns.
Details of trial number 1 are given in first row of Table 2 . For n value chosen as 5, there are 25 segments of sequences whose pairwise α ≤ 0.2063, 46 sequences whose pairwise α ≤ 0.2381 and 73 sequences whose pairwise α ≤ 0.2698 of length 63 bits. Likewise the details are tabulated for Trial numbers 2 to 6 for different arbitrarily chosen values of n. Table 2 . Number of sequences having pairwise CCR value less than or equal to α with initial value x 0 = 0.4 and r = 3.99
The linear complexity is determined using Berlekamp -Massey algorithm and is shown in Table  3 . Next we consider logistic map given by equation (5) with the same initial value x 0 = 0.4 and bifurcation parameter r = 1.99. The number of sequences having pairwise CCR value less than or equal to α is tabulated in Table 3 .
Details of trial number 1 are given in first row of Table 4 . For n = 5 there are 23 sequences whose pairwise α ≤ 0.2063, 40 sequences whose pairwise α ≤ 0.2381 and 72 sequences of length 63 bits whose pairwise α ≤ 0.2698. Likewise the details are tabulated for Trial numbers 2 to 6 for different arbitrarily chosen values of n. Table 4 . Number of sequences having pairwise CCR value less than or equal to α with initial value x 0 = 0.4 and r = 1.99
Tent map equation
Tent map equation given by equation (6) is considered with initial value x 0 = 0.4. As in the earlier cases the results for pairwise CCR value less than or equal to α are summarized in Table 5 . Table 5 . Number of sequences having pairwise CCR value less than or equal to α with initial value x 0 = 0.4
Cubic map equation
Cubic map equation given by equation (7) is considered next with initial value x 0 = 0.4. As in the earlier cases the results for pairwise CCR value less than or equal to α are summarized in Table 6 for n = 5, 6, 7 ….10. Table 6 . Number of sequences having pairwise CCR value less than or equal to α with initial value x 0 = 0.4
In this case also there are sequences whose pairwise CCR value is less than that of Gold sequences and the number of sequences is more than Gold sequences.
Quadratic map equation
Quadratic map equation given by equation (8) is considered next with initial value x 0 = 0.4, bifurcation parameter r = 0.4. The results for pairwise CCR value less than or equal to α are summarized in Table 7 . Table 7 . Number of sequences having pairwise CCR value less than or equal to α with initial value x 0 = 0.4 and r = 0.4
Bernoulli map equation
Bernoulli map equation given by equation (9) is considered with initial value x 0 = 0.4, bifurcation parameter r = 1.99 and the results for pair wise CCR value less than or equal to α are summarized in Table 8 .
The properties of segments of binary sequences of different lengths derived from sequence over Z 4 using different chaotic map equations are almost same. It is also seen that the properties of binary sequences derived from sequences over Z 4 using polynomial mapping given by equations (2) and (3) are almost identical. Table 8 . Number of sequences having pair wise CCR value less than or equal to α with initial value x 0 = 0.4 and r = 1.99
The linear complexities of proposed sequences are more or less the same for sequences generated using different chaotic functions.
Bit Error Rate (BER) Performance
In a DS-CDMA system the average BER performance depends mainly on the correlation properties of the spreading sequences assigned to the users. In order to have low interference between users it is necessary to select sets of sequences that form a quasi-orthogonal set. This assumes desirable cross-correlation properties. Most DS-CDMA systems presented have used binary PN sequences including Gold sequences and Kasami sequences that possess some quasiorthogonality correlation properties.
A new family of spreading sequences is represented by chaotic sequences, generated from the orbits of some dynamical discrete systems. These sequences represent noise-like features that make them good for DS-CDMA systems. The pseudo-chaotic systems generate long periodic sequences and their time evolution (their orbit) depends totally on the initial state of the system. So, a single system, described by its discrete chaotic map, can generate a very large number of distinct pseudo-chaotic sequences, each sequence being uniquely specified by its initial value. This dependency on the initial state and the nonlinear character of the discrete map make the DS-CDMA system using these sequences more secure.
A simplified diagram of a K-user CDMA system is presented in Fig 2 [19] . In the receiving part (the base station for the uplink direction or a mobile station for the downlink direction) the received signal S j (t), originating from user j, is given by the expression (13) where P j is the received power of user j, a j (t) is the spreading sequence, with the chip period Tc=T/N, and m j (t) is the data sequence for user j, both of them being binary sequences with values ±1. The signal r(t) at the input of a receiver is (14) Where n(t) is Additive White Gaussian Noise (AWGN) with two-sided power spectral density (PSD) N 0 /2. It is considered that different user signals are in synchronism. The correlator output Z i (j) for user j at the end i th bit period T is given by,
where I i (j) is the useful component (desired contribution from user j), is the multiple access interference from the other (K-1) users and is the noise contribution. Considering the Euclidian normalization, I i (j) is given by,
where m j,i is data of the j th user at the end of the i th bit period T. T is the period of the symbols, P j is the received power of user j. In [22] it is shown that for a synchronous system that assumes synchronized spreading sequences and constant power levels for all K users P i = P j at the receiving part, dependency of the average BER on the white noise PSD and Multiple Access Interference (MAI) power is given by, (17) Where E b = P j T is the signal energy per bit period, E b /N 0 is the signal-to-noise ratio expressed in dB, K is number of users, C 2 is the mean square cross-correlation value and N is the length of the spreading sequence. (18) Equation (18) represents the cross-correlation function of the two sequences {a j (l)} and {a k (l)} on the i th bit period.
Transmitting part for K users
Receiving part for user j
The CCR values between two sequences of same length depend on the two sequences considered and the shift. Smaller the CCR values better the immunity against MAI. To study the performance, the peak pairwise CCR value α is considered and with reference to this corresponding BER is computed.
For Gold sequences of 63 bits the pairwise CCR value α is less than or equal to 0.2698 and there are 65 Gold sequences. But using the proposed scheme there are sequences of 63 bits having pairwise CCR value α ≤ 0.2381 and α ≤ 0.2063. Similarly for sequences of length 127 and 255 bits, there are sequences having pairwise CCR value α which is less than that of Gold sequences. Hence to study the performance of the proposed scheme, α is considered to be worst case CCR value.
It can be seen that the average BER of a synchronous DS-CDMA system versus the number of users depends on the MAI term. The MAI contribution to BER grows with the number of simultaneous users 'K' in the system. K depends on the number of sequences having pairwise CCR value less than α, type of chaotic function and type of binary conversion. This MAI term depends proportionally on the mean square cross-correlation value
] of the spreading sequences' set. Hence, in order to have lower BER values one has to choose sets of spreading sequences with low mean square cross-correlation values. Since α is considered to be the worst case CCR value, α 2 is computed and equated to the mean square cross-correlation value and the BER performance is investigated. Therefore equation (17) interms of α is given by, (20) The non-zero pairwise CCR value α considered becomes interference for other users. As a result, as the number of users increases, the BER degrades. This is shown in Figures 4 to 6 . In each case the available number of code sequences is also indicated. Taking into consideration α 2 value, the BER performances given by equation (20) for the chaotic sequences generated (for six equations (4) to (9)) using polynomial mapping given by equation (1) and are compared with Gold sequences and Kasami sequences. The BER versus number of user's plots for sequence generated using polynomial mapping given by equation (1) In general as number of users increases BER also increases for a fixed value of SNR. However in the proposed scheme set of sequences whose pairwise CCR value α less than that of Gold sequences exhibit better BER performance. This is shown in figures 3, 4 and 5. If the number of users is fixed and pairwise CCR value α is considered to be same as that of Gold sequences, BER decreases uniformly as SNR increases in all the cases. This can be seen in Figures 6, 7 and 8. 
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, polynomial mapping suggested in [18] , P 1 (x) = (x 2 -x) mod4 is chosen for the conversion of sequence over Z 4 to binary for the 6 chaotic map equations. Some segments of length 63, 127 and 255 bits of the generated chaotic binary sequences are tested for cross correlation and linear complexity properties. The investigation is done for segments of 63, 127 and 255 bit binary sequences for each case of n = 5, 6, 7….10 and compared with Gold sequences and Kasami sequences. From the results it is observed that there are segments of 63 bit, 127 bit and 255 bit with pairwise CCR value less than that of Gold sequences. Hence using the proposed model it is possible to generate sequences with pairwise CCR value less than that of Gold sequences. The BER performance of these sequences as code sequences in CDMA is better than that of Gold and Kasami sequences.
It is seen that the sequences chosen using the proposed method have linear complexity greater than that of Gold sequences of same length.
It is shown that, there are set of sequences with peak pairwise CCR value same as that of Gold sequences. However, number of such sequences is more than that of Gold sequences. Also there are set of sequences whose peak pairwise CCR value is less than that of Gold sequences. But the number of such sequences is less than that of Gold sequences.
However in the proposed scheme, set of sequences whose pairwise CCR value α less than that of Gold sequences exhibit better BER performance and as the number of users increases BER also increases for a fixed value of SNR. Also if the number of users is fixed and pairwise CCR value α is considered to be same as that of Gold sequences, BER decreases uniformly as SNR increases in all the cases.
